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Five Layer Plastic Extrusion Production Line

We are a professional five layer plastic extrusion production line manufacturer and supplier in China. This plastic extrusion

equipment can be used to produce PP, HIPS, and PE plastic sheets. In addition to plastic sheet extrusion, Hengfeng five

layer plastic extrusion production line is also widely used in the production of food package materials and anticorrosive

rubber tapes.

Characteristics of Hengfeng five layer plastic extrusion production line 

1. High quality alloyed 38CrMOALA steel is adopted to produce the scew, charging barrel, and screen changer of Hengfeng

plastic extrusion machines, and the component surfaces are nitriding treated.

2. The fully automatic and continuous belt-type screen changer can replace the screen without stopping the plastic

extruder.

3. The calender is designed with double water circulation and cooling system.

Our plastic extrusion production lines are environmental friendly, energy efficient, low-energy consumed, and highly

automated. To ensure product quality, we have made great efforts. We give occupational planning to our staff according to

their own need and enterprise growth requirement. Through staff training, our workers’ skill has been effectively enhanced,

which helps guarantee the quality of our plastic extrusion production line.

In order to satisfy customers’ varied demands, we also provide plastic thermoforming machine and offset printing machine,

etc. in addition to plastic extrusion machinery.

We also strive to provide best customer service to customers. We have experienced engineers who can give solutions to

solve any problem that happen while using our plastic machinery and auto cup stacker, etc. We will also provide you with a

set of quick-wear parts, one year’s guarantee, and a long term technology and components support after you have bought

our plastic extrusion production line and other plastic processing equipment. Other services like investment analysis,

equipment selection, personnel training, maintenance of equipment, and online consultation, etc. are also available, upon

request. We are looking forward to establishing more cooperative relations with international consumers. Thank you for

visiting.
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